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Introduction
ꞏ KAERI (Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute) has 
performed a conceptual design of the PGSFR (Prototype 
Gen-IV Sodium-cooled Fast Reactor) 

ꞏ KAERI has also performed a preliminary design of a pool-
type SFR which consists of PHTS (Primary Heat Transport 
System), IHTS (Intermediate Heat Transport System) and 
DHRS (Decay Heat Removal System). 

ꞏ This SFR has TRU core and the capacity of 3800 MWt.

ꞏ In this study, a thermal-hydraulic design of 9.5 MWt decay 
heat removal system is presented.

ꞏ A methodology of determining the geometric parameter and 
design conditions of heat exchangers is addressed.

System Descriptions

Results

Conclusions

- The DHRS removes the decay heat of the core and the sensible heat of the 
primary heat transport system transferred through the decay heat exchanger 
(DHX) when it is impossible to cool the primary heat transport system using the 
main steam and feedwater system. 

- The DHRS consists of a total of six loops which are grouped into three passive 
decay heat removal system (PDHRS) and three active decay heat removal 
system (ADHRS) loops to satisfy diversity and redundancy requirements, and 
each loop is arranged and operated independently.

- The total heat removal capacity of the DHRS is 57 MWt which is 1.5% of nominal 
reactor thermal power, and the DHRS is designed to cool the core in the case of 
a design basis accident with only 38MWt, which is 2/3 of the design capacity.

- There are three coupled heat transfer paths in the DHRS, i.e., the DHX shell side 
path, the loop path, the natural-draft sodium-to-air heat exchanger (AHX) shell 
side path. 

ꞏ A preliminary design of the DHRS in SFR with the capacity of 3800 MWt was performed. 

ꞏ A methodology of determining the design parameters of the DHRS was presented. 

ꞏ Thermal-hydraulic and geometrical design parameters for 9.5MWt PDHRS and ADHRS have been calculated using the POSPA-GA code.

- To calculate the mass flow rate in each heat transfer path, it is necessary to 
calculate the head and flow resistance. The head is calculated using density 
difference and height, and the flow resistance is calculated using friction loss 
and form loss.

- The design point of the DHRS was calculated using POSPA-GA code, which 
solves above 9 equations to get temperature, mass flow rates, and heat transfer 
performance.

ꞏ Design parameters of the PDHRS

- The PDHRS consists of three independent loops, and each loop has one DHX 
and one AHX.

- Thermal-hydraulic and geometrical design parameters have been calculated 
using the POSPA-GA code.

- In this code, modules of the SHXSA and AHXSA code are utilized, which are 
the code for thermal design and analysis of the DHX and AHX, respectively.

ꞏ Design parameters of the ADHRS

- The ADHRS was designed through the same methodology as the PDHRS.

- The ADHRS consists of three independent loops, and each loop has one DHX 
and one forced-draft sodium-to-air heat exchanger (FHX).

- In the design of the ADHRS, modules of the SHXSA and FHXSA code are 
utilized, which are the code for thermal design and analysis of the DHX and 
FHX, respectively.

Fig. 1 Schematic of DHRS heat transfer

Method and Results

ꞏ Modeling of the DHRS

- The governing equation for energy conservation along the heat transport paths is 
defined as follows.

- The governing equation for momentum conservation of the DHRS can be 
represented as the correlations between developing head and pressure loss. 

- The developing head is formed by the height and density difference between the 
DHX and AHX, and the pressure loss is influenced by geometries and 
arrangements of the components. 

- The driving forces of sodium and air in the three heat transfer paths are the head 
due to the density difference. 

- The relationship between the head, the flow resistance and the mass flow rate of 
the heat transfer path can be represented by the following equations.

Table. 1 Main design parameters for the PDHRS

Table. 2 Main design parameters for the ADHRS

Fig. 2 Schematic of the flow resistance in the three heat transfer paths


